Social Studies
Unit 3
Week 3
Student Materials

Group ____:
Causes of Columbus’s Journey

Cause:

Event (effect)

Cause:

Columbus arrived on
Hispaniola.

Cause:
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Group ____:
Positive Effects of Columbus’s Journey for the Spanish
Effect:

Event (cause)

Effect:

Columbus arrived
on Hispaniola.
Effect:
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Group ____:
Negative Effects of Columbus’s Journey for the Taino

Effect:

Event (cause)

Effect:

Columbus arrived
on Hispaniola.
Effect:
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Lessons 11-12

Teacher Directions: Group Task- Claim Evidence
Review of this Task
Following the claim-evidence routine for Weeks 3 and 5, the group claim-evidence
work is a collaborative response to the week’s focus questions. The goal is to push
students back into the text they just read, to find evidence to support a claim.
This task repeats across subjects and units. Details about the task can be found in
Unit 2, Lessons 11-12, as it was introduced there. This serves as the foundation for
Unit 3 work. Use your judgment to determine how much scaffolding students need
for this task here in Unit 3. Consider using the paragraphs that were generated in
Unit 2, with the Salt and Gold trade, to support this work in Unit 3.
This task in Week 3 and again in Week 5 is to prepare students for the deeper claim
evidence work in Week 7. This will include a PSA video, and paragraph writing, on
the impact of different groups moving to the island of Hispaniola throughout history.
Although this was mentioned in the Unit 2, Lessons 11-12 document, the importance
of oral claim-evidence responses to teacher and student questions is worth
restating. The more students are stretched to make claims and support with
evidence in their daily oral responses to class questions, the more this scaffolds the
more challenging task of writing claim-evidence paragraphs.
Guidance for Week 3
Like Unit 2, Unit 3 focuses on cause and effect relationships, which is critical for
understanding history. For Unit 3, the Week 2-3 focus questions are:
•
•

Why did Columbus come to Hispaniola in 1492?
What were the positive and negative effects?

Because there are three main topics embedded in these questions (Columbus’s
motives, positive effects, and negative effects), consider assigning one of these
three topics to each group (with a few groups doing the same topic if needed).
Generate the claims as a class in response to the questions, which might result in
the following. Remember to color code according to the directions in the routine.
•

Columbus’s came to Hispaniola because he wanted resources.

•

Columbus’s journey to Hispaniola had positive effects for the Spanish.

•

Columbus’s journey to Hispaniola had negative effects for the Taino.

Each group then works to find evidence to support this claim fro the text. First
groups write key words into a cause-effect graphic organizer (uploaded in L.11-12).
then use the organizer to generate evidence sentences. Model this as needed.
Follow the presentation directions (or ones your have modified) from Unit 2.
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Lesson 13-Hot Seat

Teacher Directions: Hot Seat
Point of View (POV): Thinking, Talking and Writing in Unit 3
Thinking like a historian requires an understanding and analysis of point of view.
Unit 3 pushes students to consider the same events through the eyes of different
historical figures, as they consider how WHO tells the story shapes WHAT is told.
The following activities throughout Unit 3 (and extended into Unit 4) support the
critical Social Students disciplinary lens of point of view:
•

Hot Seat

•

Who might have said this?

•

Mind Map

•

Historical Diary Writing

Hot Seat in Lesson 13
The Hot Seat activity in Lesson 13 is a critical pre writing activity, as it pushes
students to integrate the content knowledge and oral language from Weeks 1-2
that they will need to write from the point of view of historical figures on the
island of Hispaniola.
This writing in Week 3 (and again in Week 5) will be the first draft of the Historical
Diary from Hispaniola project. Students will revise these drafts in Week 6 and add
images and other text features to complete the project.
A summary of the Hot Seat lesson is below, but see the Teacher’s Guide for a
more detailed explanation of Hot Seat as a Bridges “Power Method.”
Curriculum> Teacher’s Guide> Implementing Instruction> Section 3.4 (pg. 26)
http://bridges.ws.gc.cuny.edu/files/2013/08/Implementing-Instruction.pdf
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Lesson 13-Hot Seat

Lesson 13- Hot Seat
•

In Lesson 13, each table will practice asking and answering questions to two
historical figures on Hispaniola: a Taino man or woman and Columbus. Tables
must prepare questions that target key points about Hispaniola,that can be
answered from the text.

•

A few tables are assigned the task of developing questions for a Taino
person. These include questions to a Taino man or woman about culture,
natural resources, and survival on the island, as well as how life changed for
the Taino people after the arrival of Columbus and his men.

•

The remaining tables are assigned the task of preparing questions for
Columbus that target his motives, journey, and treatment of the Taino.

•

Following a model, tables go back into the text to prepare questions.
Groups are given 15 minutes to generate and write questions on index cards.

•

After groups have generated questions, and following a model, one student
plays the Taino or Colmbus role as the others in the group ask questions.
Tables are given at least 10 minutes for this part of the lesson.

•

The person in the Hot Seat at the table answers the questions, going back
into the text as needed. Other group members support the Hot Seat student
to answer the questions. The table work is rehearsal for the whole class Hot
Seat.

•

After tables prepare questions and practice playing the roles of the historical
figures at their tables, volunteers are called to the Hot Seat in the front of the
room for the remainder of the class. This gives different students the chance
to play the role of the historical people and also gives students at tables a
chance to ask the questions they created and practiced at their tables.

•

If a student in the Hot Seat cannot answer a question at all, another student
can volunteer to take the Hot Seat to respond.

•

Student responses must be historically accurate when there is supporting
evidence in the text. But students must also be encouraged to infer, based
on their knowledge of the geographical and historical context.

•

As a closing, debrief the Hot Seat activity by recapping important points
from each perspective.

•

A warm-up for the following lesson might include a “Whose might have said
this?” sort. Create strips of statements that might have been uttered by
Columbus or a Taino. Groups work to read the sentences and sort into things
a Taino or Columbus might have said. When they share, they must justify
their choices using text evidence.
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Lesson&14:&Point&of&View0Warm&Up&
Who$might$have$said$this?$$
Before$students$begin$wri6ng$their$historical$point$of$view$diaries,$use$this$warm$up$to$
further$support$student$understanding$of$point$of$view.$$$Yesterday’s$Hot$Seat$ac6vity$
supported$this$understanding$as$well.$$But$in$this$warm$up$students$decide$Who$might$
have$(maybe)$said$this?$As$they$read$and$sort$strips$under$the$right$historical$person.$$$If$it$
is$‘another$person’$push$students$to$explain$what$we$DO$know$about$this$person$from$the$
statement.$$
$
Distribute$to$each$table$this$set$of$sentence$strips$in$addi6on$to$the$images$of$Columbus$
and$Taino..$Students$take$turns$reading$each$strip$aloud,$and$deciding$who$might$have$
said$this.$$$They$must$jus6fy$their$choice,$and$underline$the$key$words$that$served$as$
clues.$$Use$this$as$a$model$to$design$other$Who$might$have$said$this?$ac6vi6es$in$
subsequent$weeks.$$
$
Note:&&&Several$of$these$quotes$are$from$the$diaries$of$Columbus$and$De$las$Casas,$as$well$
as$from$the$picture$book$The$Encounter$by$Jane$Yolen.$$Other$statements$were$made$up.$$
$

Columbus&

Taino&

Another&Person&

• I$want$to$ﬁnd$gold$in$
Asia.$
• I$know$the$world$is$
round.$$If$I$sail$west$by$
ship,$I$will$arrive$in$Asia.$

• We$will$give$you$three$
ships$and$men.$$But$you$
must$bring$the$gold$back$
to$Spain.$$

• That$is$a$bad$plan!$$$It$
is$foolish$and$
dangerous.$$

• $It$is$our$culture$to$welcome$
strangers,$to$give$them$
tobacco$leaf,$to$feast$(eat)$
with$them,$and$to$trade$giRs.$$

• The$stranger$made$a$noise$
with$his$mouth,$not$like$
talking$but$like$the$barking$
of$a$yellow$dog.$$

• This$land$is$called$
Espaniola$(Hispaniola)!$$$I$
discovered$this$land$and$I$
claim$this$land$for$Spain.$$
• Every$man$and$woman,$
every$boy$or$girl$fourteen$
years$or$older$must$ﬁnd$
gold$for$us!$$

• See$how$pale$(white)$
they$are.$$No$one$can$
be$that$color….$
•Hispaniola$is$a$miracle…mountains,$
hills,$plains$and$pastures,$are$both$
fer6le$and$beau6ful….and$there$are$
many…rivers$which$contain$gold$

• Before$the$strangers$came,$no$
one$was$hungry.$$We$had$peace$
and$we$shared.$$$$Now$we$are$
suﬀering$as$slaves$in$our$own$
land.$$
• $…they$came$swimming$to$the$
ships…and$brought$us$giRs,$and$
we$exchanged$(traded)$them$for$
other$things.$$

•They$are$well$built,$with$
handsome$bodies$and$very$good$
faces….They$should$be$good$
servants$….$
$$
•• The$people$are$also$very$gentle$
(peaceful).$$$They$do$not$bear$(carry)$
arms$(weapons)$….They$are$full$of$
love.$

• Tell$me$what$right$do$you$have$kill$the$
Indians?$What$have$they$ever$done$to$
you?$$And$why$do$you$make$them$
slaves?$$You$aWack$them$and$torture$
them.$$
• $$

$…husbands$died$in$the$mines,$
wives$died$at$work,$and$children$
died$from$lack$of$milk$

Week$2$!
Timeline!of!Hispaniola!
This!ac0vity!should!be!used!a7er!reading!the!text,!as!a!comprehension!check!and!
possible!warm!up.!!Groups!collaborate!to!build!the!0meline!by!sequencing!pictures,!
calcula0ng!years!ago,!as!well!as!reading!and!matching!sentences.!!Students!underline!
key!words!in!the!text!that!helped!them!connect!to!the!pictures.!!If!students!have!not!
yet!calculated!years!ago!in!math,!you!will!need!to!model!this.!!
!
In!the!debrief,!ask!students!to!look!at!the!last!two!slides,!and!to!separate!them!
because!there!is!a!gap!of!500!years.!!Ask!students!to!look!at!people!from!long!ago!in!
Hispaniola,!and!the!people!today.!!Ask!students!what!they!know!about!what!
happened.!Listen!to!what!students!think!and!know!and!chart!their!predic0ons,!
without!giving!informa0on.!!The!arrival!of!Africans!on!the!island!is!the!content!of!
Weeks!4I5.!!
!
!

700$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_____!years!ago$

1484!!!!!!!!!!!_____!years!ago!
I!live!in!Europe,!but!
there!are!resources!
in!Asia!!

1492$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_____!years!ago!

1492$$$$$$$$$$$_____!years!ago!

1492$$$$$$$$$$$$$_____!years!ago!

1492$$$$$$_____!years!ago$$$$$

hMp://americanindiansource.com/clip_image00210.jpg!

1493-1550$$$_____!years!ago$$

2014$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_____!years!ago$!

!!!!!!!!!!The!Taino!people!were!
the!indigenous!people!of!
the!island.!They!called!the!
island!Quisqueya.!!They!
survived!on!the!natural!
resources!of!the!water!and!

!!!!!!!!!Columbus!lived!in!
Europe.!!He!knew!about!
the!resources!in!Asia,!
and!he!wanted!these!
resources.!!!He!wanted!
to!travel!a!diﬀerent!
route!to!Asia.!He!

land.!!The!Taino!people!

wanted!to!sail!west!

lived!peacefully!and!

across!the!Atlan0c!

coopera0vely.!

Ocean.!!

!
!!!!!!Columbus!le7!Spain!in!
with!his!men!and!three!
ships.!!He!knew!the!
world!was!round,!so!
they!sailed!west!across!
the!Atlan0c!Ocean.!
They!sailed!for!more!
than!two!months!
looking!for!Asia.!!

!
!!!!!The!ships!ﬁnally!arrived!
in!the!Caribbean!islands.!!
The!Taino!welcomed!the!
men!to!the!island.!!!When!
Columbus!got!oﬀ!the!ship,!!!
he!put!the!ﬂag!of!Spain!in!
the!sand!and!said,!“This!!
land!is!for!Spain.”!He!did!!
not!know!this!land!was!!
the!Americas.!!
!
!

!
!
!!!Columbus!saw!the!Taino!!
wearing!gold.!!He!wanted!!
the!gold!so!he!could!be!!
rich.!!

!
!
!!!!!Columbus!and!his!men!!
enslaved!the!Taino.!!They!!
forced!them!to!look!for!!
gold.!They!worked!many!!
hours!in!a!dangerous!job,!
for!no!pay.!!Taino!life!was!!
very!diﬀerent!a7er!!
Columbus!arrived.!!
!

!
!

!!!!The!Taino!popula0on!!

Today!there!is!no!Taino!!
popula0on!on!Hispaniola,!!

declined!very!fast.!!!!The!!

although!many!people!have!!

Taino!people!died!from!!

Taino!ancestors.!Many!people!!

work,!disease,!and!the!!

live!in!the!two!countries!on!

guns,!swords,!and!dogs!!
that!the!Spanish!
colonizers!used.!!

the!island!of!Hispaniola,!!
Dominican!Republic!and!Hai0.!!!!
• Who$are$these$people?$$$
• Where$are$they$from?$$
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Unit 3
Week 3
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Week 3- Content & Language Practice

Columbus

Level 1: Identify

route

famous

trade

motive

plan

valuable

sail-sailor

journey

destination

silk

spices

gold

1. The place you want to go is your _______________________.
2. Your idea for how to do something is your ___________.
3. Something that is important or can bring you a lot of money is
______________________.
4. A ________________ is a very long trip.
5. The way you go when you travel is your ____________. You can
show this on a map.
6. When you give me something and I give you something, we ____.
7. Why you do something is your _________________.
8. People use ________ to make jewelry.
9. People use ________ to make beautiful clothes.
10. People use _________ to make food taste good.
11. When you travel on the ocean you ____________.
12. A person who works on a boat is a _____________________.
13. When many people in the world know you, you are _____________.
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Week 3- Content & Language Practice

Columbus

Level 2: Apply

route

famous

trade

motive

plan

valuable

sail-sailor

journey

destination

silk

spices

gold

Long ago in Europe, Columbus learned about Asia. He wanted to
go to there so this was his __________________.

Columbus had different

_______________ or reasons for going to Asia.
First, he wanted resources. He wanted the ____________, silk and
__________________ in Asia.

Gold was very __________________. So if

Columbus could sell gold, he could he could be rich.
Also, Columbus wanted to be __________________ because he was
traveling to Asia using on a new route.

Columbus was a _____________

so he knew a lot about the ocean. It was dangerous to travel from
Europe to Asia by land, so his ________was to travel west, across the
Atlantic Ocean, to arrive in Asia.
In 1492, Columbus said goodbye to Spain. He traveled with three
ships and many sailors. The ______________ was very long because the
Atlantic Ocean was very big. They did not see land for many days.
Finally, they arrived in the Caribbean Islands.

But Columbus was

thinking, “We are in Asia!”
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Week 3- Content & Language Practice

Columbus

Level 3: Expand

1. Columbus’s destination was ____________________________________

2. Silk, spices and gold were valuable because ___________________
__________________________________________________________________

3. His motives for travel were _________________________________ and
__________________________________________________________________
4. Columbus had a plan to travel a new route. His plan was
to_______________________________________________________________

5. Columbus’s journey was long because _________________________
__________________________________________________________________

6. Columbus never arrived at his destination of Asia because ______
__________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Week 3- Content & Language Practice

Draw to show your visualization of two sentences. Write each sentence.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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Week 3- Content & Language Practice

Contact & Effects

Level 1: Identify

treat

positive effect

invade

force

slave

free

resist

strange

negative effect

discover

disease

inhumane

1. ____________________ is to find something new.
2. _________________ is when you go to another place to attack and
control the people.
3. ______________ is when you take something and say, “This is for me!”
4. A ____________ is a bad sickness in your body.
5. When something is new and different to you it is _____________.
6. When you make someone do something they don’t want to do,
you _______________ them.
7. A ___________ is a person who is forced to work for no pay.
8. The way you act with someone is how you _______________ them.
9. When you fight back or say, “NO!” you _______________.
10. When you do not treat someone like a human, you are __________.
11. Some good that happens is a ______________________.

12. Something bad that happens is a ______________.
13. If you can make decisions for yourself, you are ________.
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Week 3- Content & Language Practice

Contact & Effects

Level 2: Apply

treat

positive

invade

force

slave

free

resist

strange

negative

discover

disease

inhumane

Columbus journey to Hispaniola changed life for the Taino.
Some people say Columbus ________________ Hispaniola or found a
‘new’ place. But other people say he ____________ Hispaniola or took
control of the land and people.
The Taino did not know the Spanish, so they were
_________________. But they welcomed and helped Columbus and
his men. Columbus put the Spanish flag in the sand and he said,
“This land is for Spain!”
The Spanish ___________the Taino very badly. They were
___________ and did not treat the Taino like humans. The Spanish
wanted gold, so they ___________ the Taino to find gold. The Taino
were ____________ for the Spanish because they worked by force for
no pay. Other Taino got sick and died from ___________.
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Week 3- Content & Language Practice

Many Taino died, but many Taino did ____________. Some
Taino fought against the Spanish. Others escaped into the
mountains. But the Spanish weapons gave them more power.
Columbus’s travels were good for Columbus and Spain but bad
for the Taino. Spain colonized the island and Columbus was
famous. These were ________________________ for Columbus and
Spain.
But the Taino lost their land, were forced to be slaves, and died.
Taino life and culture was destroyed with Columbus’s journey to the
island.

These were ___________________ for the Taino.
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Week 3- Content & Language Practice

Contact & Effects

Level 3: Expand

1. Columbus and his men treated the Taino inhumanely.
They ___________________________________________________ and
_____________________________________________________________
2. The Taino resisted Columbus and his men by ___________________
and __________________________________________________________.
3.

Some people say Columbus discovered Hispaniola because he

________________________________________________________________
Other people say Columbus invaded Hispaniola because he
________________________________________________________________
4.

Columbus’s journey to Hispaniola had positive effects for Columbus

and Spain because _______________________________________.
However, his journey had negative effects for the Taino because
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________.
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Week 3- Content & Language Practice

Draw to show your visualization of two sentences. Write each sentence.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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